The European Association for Computer Graphics

EUROGRAPHICS '87
Amsterdam August 24·28, 1987
Internationaal Congrescentrum RAI

Organised by
Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science

Highlights of the Programme

12 Tutorials
- Constructing 3D objects from 2D information
- CG, a Tool for the Artist, Designer and Amateur
- Fractals
- Introduction to CAD
- Desktop Publishing
- Computer Animation

5 Invited Lectures
- High definition Television
- 5th Generation CAD systems
- New Technologies

7 Panels
- Intelligent CAD systems
- Small and Medium sized Enterprises
- High level User Interface Tools

15 Paper Sessions
- Object Oriented Graphics
- Medical Applications
- CAD/CIM, Fractals
- Standards, Implementation

3 Poster Sessions

Exhibition
- Three days, 800 m² in the lounges, industrial seminars
- Information kit available on request

Film and Video Show
- Composed from submissions to the Art Competition, deadline April 1, 1987

Programme and Registration forms are now available at the
Conference Secretariat:
OBA
Europaplein 12
1078 GZ Amsterdam
The Netherlands
Telephone (33)20·440807

Membership of Eurographics is open to individuals and institutions.
The benefits include discount on conference fees, and a subscription to the journal
For details send a photocopy of this page with your name and address to: Eurographics,
PO Box 16, 1288 Aire-la-Ville, Switzerland.